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Abstract 
Presently a day, Ad-hoc arrange has turned into a resolute part for correspondence for cell 

phones. A mobile adhoc network (MANET) is a collection of wireless mobile nodes dynamically 

forming a network topology without the use of any existing network infrastructure or centralized 

administration.  Routing is the procedure which transmitting the information bundles from a 

source node to a given destination or goal. The primary classes of steering conventions are 

Proactive (table driven), Reactive (on request) and Hybrid. A Reactive (on-request) directing 

technique is a famous routing classification for remote specially appointed steering. The most 

productive receptive convention is Ad-hoc on demand distance vector (AODV) routing 

convention. This paper gives an outline of AODV conventions by displaying their attributes, 

usefulness, different convention property parameters, for example, Route Discovery, Flooding, 

Route Maintenance and Advantages and constraints. The NS-2 is utilized for the re-enactment 

reason. In this paper we exhibit the AODV convention and review different security 

improvements that have been proposed for AODV by various researcher. 
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1. Introduction 

 
MOBILE ad hoc network (MANET) [1] comprises of an a large number of remote portable 

node speaking with each other with no brought together control or settled system framework. 

Today, remote innovations, for example, IEEE 802.11 [2], Bluetooth [3], and third-age cell 

have prompted an expansion of cell phones. The remote system can be ordered into two kinds: 

- Infrastructure network 

 Infrastructure less or Ad Hoc network. 

In Infrastructure wireless networks, the versatile hub can move while imparting, the base 

stations are settled and as the hub leaves the scope of a base station, it gets into the scope of 

another base station. The fig. 1, given beneath, delineates the Infrastructure remote system. 
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Fig.1: Infrastructure based wireless networks.[21] 

In Infrastructure less or unexpected wireless network, the mobile node will move whereas 

human activity, there aren't any mounted base stations and every one the nodes within the 

network act as routers. The mobile nodes within the unexpected network dynamically establish 

routing among themselves to create their own network „on the fly. this sort of network will be 

shown as in fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2: Infrastructure less or Ad Hoc Wireless Networks [21] 

ROUTING IN MANET 

MANET steering conventions might be extensively characterized into two noteworthy classes: 

Proactive and Reactive. Other class of MANET directing conventions which is a blend of both 

proactive and receptive is alluded as Hybrid. The fig.3 indicates ordering MANETs steering 

conventions. 

 

Fig. 3: Classification of MANET routing protocols 
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Proactive Routing Protocols: 

These are table driven convention. Proactive Protocols ceaselessly take in the topology of the 

system by sharing topological data among the system hubs. All hubs continue refreshing these 

tables to keep up most recent perspective of the system. 

Proactive Routing Protocols: 

Dynamic Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector Routing Protocol (DSDV) [4] 

Global State Routing (GSR) [5] 

Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP) [6] 

Reactive Routing Protocols: 

The receptive directing conventions depend on inquiry answer discourse. Responsive 

conventions build up route(s) to the goal just when the need emerges. Along these lines, the 

dormancy is high; be that as it may, no superfluous control messages are required 

Reactive Routing Protocols: 

 Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV)[7] 

 Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)[8] 

 Temporarily Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA)[9] 

Hybrid routing protocols: 

These conventions join the benefits of proactive and in addition responsive steering 

conventions. Hubs are gathered into zones in view of their geological areas or separations from 

each other. Inside a solitary zone, directing is finished utilizing table-driven systems while an 

on-request steering is connected for steering past the zone limits. In this manner, control 

overhead is diminished. Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP)[10] 

2. ADOV (Ad Hoc On Demand Distance Vector) 
 
AODV has a place with the class of Distance Vector Routing Protocols (DV). In a DV each hub 

knows its neighbors and the expenses to contact them. Unicast and multicast directing is 

bolstered by AODV [7]. AODV is made out of three instruments: Route Discovery process, 

Route message age and Route support. AODV performs course revelation utilizing on-request 

course asks for (RREQ); an indistinguishable procedure from the DSR convention [8]. 

There following four classes represent the different AODV [7] messages: 

i. Route Request Message (RREQ) is a route request message used whenever a new route 

to destination is required. Y 

ii. Route Reply Message (RREP) is a reply message for a route request. 
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iii. Route Error Message (RERR) is a route error message. 

iv. Periodic HELLO messages are broadcast to check the presence of immediate active 

neighbors. 

AODV has improved upon the DSR route request process using an expanding ring search 

mechanism based upon incrementing time-to-live (TTL) to prevent excessive RREQ flooding in 

fig.4. 

 

  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Route Request (RREQ) flooding [12] 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: Route Reply (RREP) propagation [12]. 

AODV assembles courses utilizing a course ask for course answer fig.5 question cycle. Source 

hub communicates a course ask for (RREQ) parcel over the system when it needs a course to 

goal. Processing Re-write Suggestions Done (Unique Article) 

The course tables have in reverse pointers for hubs that get parcel and supply hubs and refresh 

their information for the supply hub. yet the communicate ID, supply informatics address, 

current grouping variety the RREQ has rested succession variety for the goal. A course answer 

(RREP) is distributed by hub that obtaining the RREQ, hub that is that the goal or incorporates a 

course to the goal with a lot of noteworthy arrangement variety. the RREQ's supply informatics 

address and communicate ID [7] is preserved by hubs. Streams of AODV Protocol see fig.6, 

Already processed RREQ isn't forwarded. The RREP sends back to the supply by Nodes. It set 

forward pointers. The supply node forward information packets to the destination 
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Fig. 6: Flow of AODV [18] 

 

2.1 ROUTE DISCOVERY 

The procedure communicates a ROUTE REQUEST parcel, that is powerless over the system. 

still the supply hub address and target hub address, the demand parcel contains a course record, 

that records the succession of jumps taken by the demand bundle because it proliferates through 

the system. RREQ parcels utilize grouping numbers [13] to avoid duplication. several 

separation vector directive conventions expertise the sick effects of a condition known as Count 

to duration [14]. This issue may be explained in AODV by utilizing succession enumeration 

arrange that is gotten from DSDV. The supply hub searches for course by human action a 

course evoke (RREQ) 

packet to its neighbors. The RREQ contains the subsequent fields: 

< source_addr; source_ sequence #; broadcast_ id; dest_ addr; dest _sequence #; hop cnt > 
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The try < supply addr; broadcast id > uniquely identifies a RREQ. The RREQ packet [15] looks 

like fig 7, 

 

 
 

               Fig. 7: RREQ Packet of AODV 

Assume S might want to speak with D Fig. 6, the hub conveys a RREQ to investigate a course 

to the goal. S creates a Route Request with goal address, Sequence number and Broadcast ID 

and sent it to his neighbor hubs. 

Creates a Route Request (RREQ), 

Enters D‟s IP addr, seq#, S‟s IP addr, seq#, hopcount (=0) fig.8, 

 
 

         Fig. 8: Path finding in AODV (RREQ) 

Every hub accepting the course ask for sends a course back (Forward Path) to the hub. Hub A 

gets RREQ Makes a Reverse course passage for S dest=S, next hop=S, bounce count=1 it has 

no courses to D, so it rebroadcasts RREQ fig.9 

 
 

      Fig. 9: Path finding in AODV (RREQ) 

Presently, if a hub gets a RREQ bundle and it has current course to the objective goal, at that 

point it unicasts a course answer parcel (RREP) to the neighbor that sent the RREQ bundle. The 

RREP bundle [15] looks like fig 10, 
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              Fig. 10: RREP Packet of AODV 

Node C receives RREQ and C creates a Route Reply (RREP), Enters D‟s IP addr, seq#, S‟s IP 

addr, hop count to D (=1) and Unicasts RREP to A fig 11, 

 

 
 

Fig. 11: Path finding in AODV (RREP) 

Hub A gets RREP Makes a forward course section to when a halfway hub gets the RREP, it sets 

up a forward way passage to the goal in its course table. Forward way section contains,  

<IP Address of goal, IP address of hub from which the section arrived, jump tally to goal, life-

time> dest=D, nexthop=C, hopcount=2 and Unicasts RREP to S fig.12, 

 
 

      Fig. 12: Path finding in AODV (RREP) 

Node S receives RREP Makes a forward route entry to D,dest=D, nexthop =A, hopcount = 3 

,Source can begin data transmission upon receiving the first RREP or May forward another 

RREP if that has greater destination sequence number or a smaller hop count. Data send from S 

to D fig.13, 

 
 

Fig. 13: Data Delivery by AODV 

2.2 ROUTE MAINTENANCE 

At the point when a broken connection is identified, either by a MAC layer affirmation or by 

not accepting HELLO messages, the upstream hub sends Route Error (RERR) message to all 

ancestor hubs that utilization the broken connect to achieve their separate goals. On the off 

chance that the hubs have a course in their directing table with this connection, the course will 
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be eradicated. Hub S sends by and by a course demand to his neighbor hubs. Or then again a 

hub while in transit to the goal can attempt to discover a course to D. That component is called: 

Local Route Repair. A RERR message is sent to different hubs when dynamic course has 

broken connection Fig.14, 

 

 
 

Fig. 14: Path Maintenance in AODV (RERR) 

Once the supply receives the RERR, it will reinitiate route discovery if it still needs broken. 

Node C invalidates its route table entries for each nodes D (Fig.15), creates a RERR message 

listing these nodes, and sends the RERR upstream towards the supply. 

 

 
 

Fig. 15: Path Maintenance in AODV (RERR) 

2.3 BENEFITS AND LIMITATIONS OF AODV 

i. The blessings of AODV convention ar as under:  

ii. The courses ar designed informed request and goal grouping numbers ar utilised to 

find the foremost recent course to the goal. The association setup delay is lower.  

iii. It to boot reacts apace to the topological changes that influences the dynamic courses.  

iv. It doesn't place any further overheads on info bundles because it does not build 

utilization of supply steering.  

v. AODV convention is it likewise bolsters each unicast and multicast parcel 

transmissions however for hubs in steady development. Examination with alternative 

convention [17].  

vi. The confinement of AODV convention is,  

vii. AODV is defenseless against different types of AODV assaults because it seeable of 

the supposition that each one hubs should coordinate and while not their participation 

no course will be came upon.  

viii. Need on communicate medium: The calculation needs that the hubs within the 

communicate medium will distinguish every other‟s communicates.  

ix. Overhead on the information transfer capability: Overhead on transmission capacity 

are going to be happened contrasted with DSR.  

x. High course disclosure idleness: AODV is responsive steering convention  

xi. The different execution measurements start diminishing as the system estimate 

develops. 
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2.4 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

The accompanying two quantitative [19] execution measurements are utilized for this 

investigation.  

Average end-to-end delay: Delay caused by dormancy buffering, lining, retransmission and 

course disclosure all are incorporated into this execution investigation. This deferral is estimated 

in milliseconds.  

Throughput: This is the normal number of parcels conveyed per unit time. Throughput of got 

bits is estimated in kilobits every second.  

Other factor which influences the execution is the normal end to end deferral, Jitter and 

Graphical Analysis of postponement and jitter alludes [20]. 

2.5 ISSUES OF AODV – SECURITY 

Security and confirmation plans for MANETs and augmentations of AODV supposed to make 

security, as an example, Security-mindful Ad-hoc On-request Distance Vector (SAODV)[16] 

and adaptational Secure Ad-hoc On-request Distance Vector (A-SAODV). These conventions 

highlight processed marking of steering movement and knowledge to ensure honesty and 

validity. Security problems that these conventions address incorporate Message sterilization 

assaults, Message dropping assault and Message replay, otherwise known as the hollow assault. 

AODV security conventions need the capability to validate and affirm the temperament of a 

supply 

3. Conclusion 

We have reviewed inquire about papers on a very basic level the AODV convention for 

MANET and diverse ways to deal with secure AODV. The continuous course repair causes 

higher course cost and postpone this is because of breaking of connection. Because of the 

notoriety of the AODV convention various varieties and changes on the center convention have 

been proposed by specialists to address particular issues with the convention. 
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